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Abstract: In recent times, Direction of Arrival (DOA) Estimation
study earns attention in array signal processing and it develops
rapidly in several application such as sonar, radar,
communication, biomedicine and seismology measurements. The
self adaption and spatial spectrum are the broad research area in
array processing. The spatial spectrum estimation focused on the
signal distribution in the space is received from all direction to
receiver. To maintain accuracy in DOA estimation for the
antenna array the basic knowledge is required for main beam,
and side lobes pattern must be small to suppress signal from other
direction. This paper discussed the overview of the Direction of
Arrival (DOA) estimation based on classical Sum and delay
beamformer, Minimum Variance Distortionless Response
(MVDR) technique, Min Norm technique and Multiple Signal
Classification(MUSIC) by using the spatial spectrum parameters.
Keywords: MUSIC, DOA, MVDR, Min-Norm, Beamforming

MVDR, Min-norm and MUSIC. In subspace-based technique
most widely used algorithm is MUSIC algorithm. The
MUSIC algorithm needed large computations to search for
the spectral angle, so its implementation can be difficult in
real time applications. The Root MUSIC method yield better
performance than conventional MUSIC algorithm. It reduces
the computation complexity . Its major drawback is if the
antenna arrays are not equally spaced the outcomes are highly
affected by noise.
The work is described as follows. Part II it concentrated on
the collected works and assessment of DOA estimation. Part
III focused on the elementary scientific models of classical
estimation methods and subspace algorithm. Part IV deals
with the performance valuation and simulation results of
DOA estimation methods. Part V reviews the paper with
conclusion followed by references used.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years the application such communication system
,bio medical systems , satellite, and radar systems using array
signal processing. It arise as a important and
thought-provoking area in the signal processing field. The
signal processing in arrays plays a vital role in extracting
signal parameter of received signal by limiting the noise and
interference, while at a same time it strengthening the useful
signals. As the sensor array provide enhanced gain and
durable immunity for interference by control the beam
flexibly. The above features made array signal processing
theory to successful in modern period.
The self adaption and spatial spectrum are the broad research
area in array signal processing. The self-adaption is
traditional methods used in many practical engineering
application. Though spatial spectrum estimation has
developed rapidly, it is rarely found in practical systems.
Nowadays for enhance the resolution of Direction of arrival
(DOA), the antenna array system with advanced signal
processing can be used rather than single antenna. The spatial
samples of received signal is provided by antenna array
system. As compare to single sensor, the sensor array plays a
enhanced role in signal analysis as well as in parameter
valuation. The mostly used super resolution algorithms are
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In early days the Fourier transform is used for DOA
Estimation. The Rayleigh limit is highly disturbing the
Fourier transform in estimating DOA, due to that its not
possible for the Fourier transform to produce high-resolution
outcomes, or to counterattack the noise, so it unable to
fulfilled performance so it included the periodogram method.
The researcher has the great courtesy towards the maximum
likelihood estimation (ML) because of its unique feature such
as high resolution and robust personality. The high
dimensional parameter space is used in search for the ML
spectrum estimation[1], so computation complexity is
increased. Thus, it is inflexible to be set into practice . The
Burg in 1967 recommended the maximum entropy estimation
method in spectrum estimation. The other methods such as
Moving
Average
Mode,
Autoregressive
model,
Auto-Regressive and Moving Average Mode, parameter
method and maximum entropy [2],[3] are includes in
spectrum estimation. All the above mentioned methods are
excellent in providing good resolution outcomes but they all
failed because of computation complexity, they required
enormous amount of calculation. The spectrum estimations
based on eigenvalues decomposition are put forward by
researchers. MUSIC Algorithm and ESPRIT(Estimation
Signal Parameters via Rotational Invariance) Technique
[4],[5] are the methods in which the spectrum estimation is
done by eigenvalues decomposition. In general circumstances
the MUSIC algorithm is the single dimension execution of
maximum entropy so it has the same characteristics of ML
estimation [6],[7]. In certain cases , MUSIC performed better
than any other traditional methods, on the other hand it
increase the computation
complexity.
Progressive
methods such as ESPRIT
using its enhanced arithmetic
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and produced high resolution and also it evades more
computation, thus it can speed up the Direction of arrival
estimation. But some special array structure is needed to
accelerate speed of computation this is not feasible in all
cases, so its application is relatively limited [8].
Currently, For DOA estimation the above methods neglects
the time characteristics of the signal in evaluation. In array
signal processing, due to the multipath propagation one signal
may interfere with other signal and create spatial spectrum
problem to overcome the above problem the time domain
problem should be studied. For analyzing and extract suitable
data from the signal the researchers at the same time sampled
the signal in both time domain and spatial domain. The two
dimension processing overcomes the deficient of spatial
information, it decreases the limitation of array structure and
increase the arithmetic competence to restrict noise [9],[10].
The signals which includes voice, radar, sonar signals and
biomedical signals are non stationary signals and there
individualities are restricted by the time period and spatial
variation. Lately, in DOA estimation Artificial neural
networks (ANN) [11] is the emerging research area.It is
mainly focused on nonlinear and non Stationary characteristic
of signal in real time system .

(3.3)
The a(θ) is a steering vector matching to the preferred signal
and w is complex weights. As compared to conventional
beamforming methods the MVDR beamforming method is
more significant , for the given DOA it diminishes the power
from undesirable direction.
C. The Minimum-Norm Method
Kumaresan et al., proposed the Minimum Norm method [15]
for estimating the direction of arrival which is alike as
MUSIC algorithm. According to the minimum norm
method[14], the first element in vector which is present in the
noise subspace is used to have minimum norm. The vector is
defined as follows
(3.4)
The angle of arrival are identified by the maximum peaks of
the subsequent function when the minimum norm vector has
been known[14]

III. VARIOUS DOA ESTIMATION METHODS
In order to provide a high resolution outcomes DOA
estimators that make use of the signal subspace methods and
classical techniques. In spectral estimation research, Signal
subspace is a method in which for the signal added noise
model the auto covariance or auto correlation is calculated
and it is used to create matrix then the created matrix is used
to generate a signal and noise subspace by using eigen
structure of it. The DOA estimation by antenna array using the
same technique of generating the spatial covariance matrix.
A. Delay and Sum Method
The delay and sum method computes the signal strength at
each promising angle of arrival(AOA) and choosing AOA
estimates in which direction the maximum strength is
concentrated [12]. The beam is formed towards particular
direction and the power is calculated and depends on that the
weights of beamformer are adjusted and make it equal to
steering vector which is corresponding to specific direction.In
this method the power is calculated by using (3.1)

(3.5)
The next aim is to decide the minimum norm vector(g). Qs is
a matrix in which the columns are made up of basis of signal
subspace and it can be subdivided as [14]
(3.6)
g is the vector which falls in the noise subspace, and g and Qs
both subspace are orthogonal to each other , the following
equation [14]
(3.7)
The equations (3.7) will be underdetermined, thus minimum
Frobenius norm solution[14] is used and given the following
equation,

(3.8)
(3.1)
The P(θ) is signal peaks corresponding to steering vectors
and w is equal to the vectors formed by beam steering
corresponding to the incoming signals. In this method the
sensor elements in the antenna array to be increased, for
increasing the DOA resolution, it creates a major drawback.
B. The Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR)
Beamformer
These beamformer[13] is mainly focused on reducing the
output power of the beamformer however limiting the gain to
unity in the specific direction. This can be defined as follows:

(3.9)
From this equation, we can write:

(3.10)
Using (3.10), the calculation of the matrix inverse is
eliminated in (3.8). g is evaluated on orthonormal basis of
signal subspace as follows:
(3.11)

(3.2)
In MVDR [13] the weights are given by (3.3)
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After computing the g ,the Min Norm function is calculated
and DOA is given by the r peaks (see Fig. 3). The Min Norm
method is one of the high resolution method even though it is
still lower outcomes than MUSIC.
D.Multiple Signal Classification Algorithm (MUSIC)

Delay and sum
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In General, the signal and noise subspace both are acting
orthogonal to each other, the received signal always present in
signal subspace. The steering vectors is corresponds to
received signal. In this technique the search is made through
all possible sets of steering vector and identified the vector
which is orthogonal to noise subspace. For the incoming
signal the the corresponding steering vector a(θ) is given by:
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Fig.1 DOA estimation using Delay and Sum Method
(3.12)
After the computation for all steering vector the larger values
of θ will consider as DOA of the incoming signals. The
equation (3.12) which is used for estimating the the multiple
signal classification (MUSIC) “spectrum”. Schmidt et al.
[16], proposed the MUSIC algorithm which used to evaluate a
basis for noise subspace (Qn), and then defines the r peaks in
(3.12) that corresponding angles defines the Direction of
arrival (DOA) estimates.
As compared to other algorithm the MUSIC algorithm has
high performance so it is mostly used in various array
processing system, the major drawback of the algorithm is it is
fails to estimate the DOAs of correlated signals and also the
computation complexity is increased because of its search for
the peaks.

This method allows the system to vary for all possible set of
values and to select the weight vector with the finest possible
beam in the direction from which power is measured. By
increasing the number of element in antenna array the
resolution of DOA estimation is increased.
A simulation of the MVDR is shown is fig.2 The simulation is
performed by linear array with ten elements and elements in
antenna array are spaced by λ/2 spacing. The results of
MVDR has high resolution as compared to Conventional
delay sum method but the failure of the method is that during
the processing of highly correlated signal the inverse matrix
computation is requires which creates a troublesome situation
in calculation.
MVDR
0

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
-2
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Gain(dB)

The simulation is performed by a linear array having antenna
ten elements and each element is spaced by λ/2 spacing.
Three signals with equal power are present. In this simulation,
the data vectors were generated and spatial covariance matrix
Rxx was computed. The beampattern of a 10-element array
where all the weights are equal to 1, for angles of arrival
ranging from −90° to +90°.
The simulation of Sum and Delay method shoe in fig.1. In a
linear array, the elements of the steering vectors have gains of
equal magnitude, the weight vector w produces a sinc
beampattern that has large sidelobes.The largest sidelobe has
a magnitude that is only 10 dB below that of the mainlobe.
Despite the narrow mainlobe width, the large sidelobes allow
unwanted power to enter into the computation of P(θ) for
different angles of arrival and hence DOA resolution
deteriorates.
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Fig.2 DOA estimation using MVDR Method
The fig.3 simulation illustrates the effect of spatial smoothing
as used with the MUSIC algorithm. Schmidt et al. [16],
proposed the MUSIC algorithm which used to estimates a
basis for the subspace of noise (Qn), and then defines the r
peaks in (3.12) that corresponding angles defines the DOA
estimates.
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and have no other fake components. But in analysis the
MUSIC algorithm is superior as compared to MVDR because
it able to show the location with more sharp peaks. The
Min-Norm algorithm produces the false peaks at other
location this create a major drawback in system which is
using low sample rate.The classical beamformer classifies the
incomming signals, however the positions are not denoted by
piercing peaks. The classical beamformer also produces
several false peaks. Therefore as compared to other DOA
algorithms, multiple signals are exactly identified by the
MUSIC algorithm.
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V.CONCLUSION
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In this paper, the classical beamforming technique (Sum and
Delay, MVDR) and Subspace methods (MUSIC and
Min-Norm) are used for DOA estimation. Further algorithms
is simulated using MATLAB. Based on above simulation the
MUSIC algorithm provides a higher resolution for spatial
spectrum estimation by suppressing the sidelobes It affords
sufficient computation and increased the robustness of array
structure as compared to other subspace techniques.The
various classical subspace algorithms is analyzed and
performance assessment for all the algorithms is studied.
From the results its clearly evident that subspace based
MUSIC algorithm is highly capable and efficient method to
used in real time military direction finding application such as
radar, sonar etc.
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Fig.3 DOA estimation using MUSIC Algorithm
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Fig.4 DOA estimation using Min-Norm Method
By comparing the results of other algorithm the MUSIC
algorithm has high performance so it is mostly used in various
array processing system, the major drawback of the algorithm
is it is fails to estimate the DOAs of correlated signals and also
the computation complexity is increased because of its search
for the peaks of the incoming signals .The Min-Norm
technique results
shown in Fig.4 .It is one of the
high-resolution method but it unsuccessful to suppress the
incorrect peaks so it is inferior as compared to MUSIC
algorithm.
Table I
Performance analysis and comparison of various Algorithms
s.no
1
2
3
4

Methods/Algorithm
Delay and Sum
MVDR
Min-Norm
MUSIC

Gain(dB)
-10.20
-10.66
-22.23
-33.54

In this paper the simulation is performed with 10 sensors in a
linear array tracking three signals, each with an SNR of 0 dB.
The sensors are placed half a wavelength apart. The various
algorithm such as the MUSIC algorithm, the MVDR
algorithm, the Min-Norm algorithm, and the classical
beamformer performance results are plot in figures and result
is tabulated in Table I. . It can be observed that the MUSIC
algorithm and the MVDR method identify the three signals
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